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Univerai.ty Senate~~
Tbs second regular meeting of the University senate will be held at ):J) p.m.
ThursdaY • December 8 1 in Murphy Hal1 auditorium.
Chrig\;mas ~
The annual Christmas Tea for the entire Ul1D staff, academic and civil service,
will be held from 2:30 to 4&30 p.m. Sunday, December ll, at Tweed Hallo Provost
and Mrs. Darland and the Faculty Social Committee wish to emphasize that all staff
members and their families -are invited. (!vda Belthuis, Chainnan~ Faculty Social
Committee)
·
·
Education Fraternity
A campus chapter of . Phi.: Delta . Kappa will be installed on the Duluth campus
on Saturday 0 necernber 10<' This organization is a professional and honorar,y
.
f ·raternity of men interested in public education" Among the init~ates Will be
several members of the faculty 11 as well as a number of graduate students" (V. R,
Plumb)

~

Sipma

~~

Newly elected officers of the Sigma Xi Club of UHP are Huai Chiang, president;
Howard Hanson, vice-presidenti and John Hststrom, secretary-treasurer. This
·
honorary science fraternity has recently been approved for a charter on the Ul'1D
campus. (T. o. Cdla.ug)
.
.
.
Pre::Symppony Lecture
The holiday pre...aytnphony lecture will be held at 8,115 p.m., on Monday, December
5, at the home of M., J. Opsahl, 3120 Greysolon Road.. Hermann Herz, conductor
of the Duluth Symphony Orchestraq will give a brief talk which will prepare his
listeners for the next symphony concert on Sunday, December ll9 at which Sigurd M.
Rascher will be the guest artist. The .American Asso.cia~~ion of University Women,
the Duluth Woman'~ Club, Matinee Musicale~ and the Women 1 s Committee of the Duluth
Symphony k;fs~iation extend a cordial welcome to the faculty and students of Ul1D
to attend. A coffee hour ~ll follow the lectureo
UMD. Band Presents Concerts
The UMD concert band presented programs in some of the local high schools
this week. On Wednesday and Friday, an aftemoon program was presented at
Hennantown and Central High Schools; on Thursday, the . band appea?'ed at a: 10 o 1 clock
convocation at 1"1organ Park~
On December Bv the UivID band will perform in Main auditorium at 8 p.m. under
the direction of Maurice Callahan. The program is open to the public without
charge.
·
Christmas Concert
The 11 Juggler of Notre Dame", presented .in the idiom of mode;rn dance with
music background, wUl be featured at the annual Christmas concert Tuesday,
December 6, at 8 p.m. in Mairi auditorium.. Traditional Christmas music ~ll be
presented by the cho~s and a small vocal group under the direction of Addis~n
Alspach.
Duluth Branch Address~ Included in the eddress book this year is a directory of' student organizatiollS
listing the presidents and advisera<I It is hoped that students and staff will
make direct use of this li.sting in their contacts with the ·various organizations.
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Campus Visitors
The :following staff members from the Minneapolis campus were on the U1'1D
campus this week to confer on the plans for the Humanities building: Roy V. Lund ,
Winston A. Close, Richard T, Aune 0 and Harry L. Wilsono Also on campus were
R. F. Whiteman and Ray Nelson of the finn of Jyring and 'Whiteman, architectse
Elected iQ. Office
Gordon 0 11 Voss was recently elected president of the Trade and +ndustrial
Secti.o n of the Ninnesota Vocational Associationo
Faculty Front
' ,R. }!. Darland is speaking this evening at the United Protestant Men's Club
at Silver Bay.
Harrz Q. Johnson spoke at a hig~ school assembly in Proctor on Tuesday,
Novembel:' Z9~ on the top;lc, 11F~ture Needs for Teachers 1n America".
On November 19, !t?§es P~sset addressed the Saturday Lunch Club on the topic,
11
Peat--Our Sleeping Giant".
I,~ ,R. Plumb attended a meeting of the State Advisers Committee on Teacher
Education on Monday, November 14, in Minneapolis"
R• .!J.~ Sielaff spoke on "The Future of the Port of Duluth-Superior" at a
combined meeting of the Duluth-Superior Credit Association on November 16. He
presented the same talk on November 28 at a meeting of the Zonta Cl~b~ business
and professional women, at the Chamber of Commerce.
~ Triplett spoke to the Inter-Urban Hedical Association on the subject ,
"Art In Contemporary Lj_ving" on Wedpesday, November 160
!. ,ll. W~n~el addressed the Lake Superior chapter of the American Society of
Training Director~ at its recent meeting in Ironwood, Michigan. Hie topic was
"Techniques for Overcoming Resistance to Training".
Calendar of Events
Dec~ 2
Dec. 3
Dec. 4
Dec. 5
Dec. 5-9

Dec. 6
Dec. 7
Deco 8
Dec. l0-16
Dec. l l
Dec" lJ
Dec. 17
Dec. 28

Basketball, l'{oorhead VS ffi.ID
Basketball, Stout Institute vs illv[)
Scinece Filnl
Faculty Wives
"I Remember Petey" Campaign sponsored
by Oamma Theta Phi
Christmas Concert--UMD Chorus and
Modern Danoe Group
Home Economics Bazaar
UMD Band Conce):"t
Un~versity Senate Meeting
Fj,naJ. E.~aminations
Cbri~tmas Tea
Science Fillll
Basketball, St, John's vs IB'1D
Fall Q\iarte r: aloees
Hoekey~ u.s. O~pic Team vs UMD

Science Aud.
Tweed Hall

8:00 p.m.
8~00 p.rn.
):00 p.m.
8:00 p.m"'

Main Aud,
Washburn Hall
Maj,.n Aud.
lVb.lrphy Hall (Mpls)

8100 p.m.
10 - 3 p.m.
8::00 p.rn.
3(30 p.rn.

Tweed ~11
Science Aud.
~hy. Ed. Bldg,
..

2:30-4~30 p.rn.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. .......

Cu;rling Club

8:00 p.rn.

Phy" .F..d .. . E!dg. ~

Phy. Ed. Bldg.

12-1-55
ATTENTiulT - P~LL CIVIL SERVICE PERSC1NiIBL

Hr. Hod.win c. Anderson , D:ir ector of Civil Sorvice , Hi. ll conduct a series
of meetin~; s with Civil Serviee personnel es f ollous:
December 8 - Thursday:

8:30 p,m., l:Iain Auditorium; cleric0l cmd o?fice employees .

C

O p.m., 209 ~ainJ Clerical and office em~loyces again,
ArrangementB should be mace by each employee to attend one or the
other of the above mectin~s throunj'i arr<'.nge1,1 ents with SU)ervisor
or department head.

1:30 p.m,, 200 Main; for clerical ~mrkers ci.s desi7J.1ated by supervisor or
de? ro'tment head who w±ll be concerned about appoint..
ment sdocurnents and pr eiJci.ring payrolls under the new
plan.
3:00 p.m. 1 Room ::00, l'Iain.; ITEeting for .2hysicCJ.1 .?lent peroonnel only. All
Physical i'l.:::nt empl oyees are expected to attend
subject to prior clearance 1li th supervisor.

At these meetings , Hr. Anderson i:d.11 give general information relating to
the :proposed new p<}.y ylan, hO':T it iti.ll work, and its advantages.
ERrl. H. Robe
Business Manager
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SUNDAY SERIES

THESE PROGRAMS ARE FREE TO THE PUBLIC AND
WILL BE HELD IN THE SCIENCE AUDITORIUM
OF THE UNIVERSITY BRANCH AT 3:00 P. M.

November 6

WILDFOWL IN ACTION
Color movies of nature's wildfowl, including the phantom of the marshes, the Everglade
Kite.

November 20

PORTAGE
Adventures with the Canadian fur trapper
and strange birds and mammals of Africa and
Australia.

December 4

BEAR COUNTRY
Walt Disney's story of the Black Bear.

December II

THB OLYMPIC BLK
Another of Walt Disney's True-Life Adventure Series plus a timely message about our
national parks.

Jaaaary 8

TRB AMERICAN INDIAN
The way of life of the Pueblo, Longhouse,
and Chippewa Indians as told by the color motion picture camera plus a charming Indian legend told in color cartoo·n.

Jaaaary

22

N A.TURB'S HALF ACRB
Walt Disney's Oscar winner of 1951. The
weird and almost unknown life in the grassroot
jungle of field, orchard, and garden. The
Honey-makers, a color film on the life of the
honey-bee, will also be shown.

relnaary 5

THE WOLVES

or

MINNESOTA

Milt Stenlund, Game Biologist
A naturalist studies the life of the Timber
Wolf as it affects the plan of nature in Minnesota.

rel:uaary
&

19

WORLD IS BORN

The biography of the first two billion years
of our planet as told by the sequence from Walt
Disney's Fantasia.

Marcia 'I

SOUNDS IN N &TURE
Dr. P. B. Hofslund, Assistant Professor
The weird and beautiful sounds heard in
Nature from the rattle of a rattle-snake to the
flute-like calls of the Hermit Thrush.

Marcia ta

SPRING COMBS TO TRI PRAIRIE
With the dances of the prairie chickens, the
strange courtship of the Western Grebe, and the
blooming of the prairie, color films show the
coming of spring.

April

I

WONDIRrUL WORLD or BIRDS
The colorful world in w hie h birds live is
portrayed by Walt Disney's Waterbirds. Other
films will show how birds can be attracted to
the garden.

April 15

ANIMALS WITHOUT BACKBONES
Dr. Blanchard

I~rogstad,

Assistant Professor

The world of invertebrates illustrated by
motion pictures.

DIRECTIONS

Follow the UMD Directional Signs up Woodland Avenue, turn Left at Allen Avenue to the
convenient parking area adjoining the UMD
Science Building.
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How to Stay in College
By ROBERT U. JAMESON

Over a third of all American college students fail to graduate. Most of them find out why too late. An expert warns
of the pitfalls they face -from bewilder1nent to booze,
fro1n goofing to grandstanding- and how to avoid the1n.

A

T least 2,500,000 young Americans are in
college this fall. Of these, about 1,000,000
are freshmen. These figures are impressive;
they seem to indicate that the ideal of a
college-educated democracy is on the way to realization. Yet the unhappy fact is that more than a third
of the men and women who enter college fail to
graduate. • -, ?
To find t'>-....-answer to this question, I have talked
to deans and instructors in several colleges_and..to_a
large number of young men and women who have
just finish
their freshman year in colleges all
across the
;ted States. Some facts are clear.
Of those who drop out of college, some leave for
financial reasons, and this is often tragic because
these people in many cases do well in college before
they have to leave. Some leave because of poor
health. A few are drafted. Many leave for "personal'' reasons-marriage, family mixups or just the
realization that college is not the place for them.
But the principal ·concern of the colleges is the
disappearance of stu:d~nts who should graduate, but

who simply fail instead. Therefore the real question
is this: Why do students fail in college?
Although they may state it differently, all college
deans from coast to coast agree on one point: The
major problem of the college freshman is that of adjusting to a new kind of life, in which he is expected
to behave like an adult. The Assistant Dean of
Freshmen at Yale, Harold p - 'Vhiteman, Jr., calls
this "the acquiring of self-C--ipline." Dr. J. W.
raham,-Assistant Dellll-at-Camegie Tuch,ealls t he
same process " learning to thirlr." Diogenes, among
others~ said simply " Know t
,:lf." In one way or
another, what happens in t fur-first year or two of
college depends largely upon this one thing: Is the
college student ready to grow up, to understand
what college is?
What is college? By the end of this article, I believe that the question will be answered fairly. To
begin with, here are some general statements about
what college is. Robert B. Cox, Dean of Men at
Duke University, says that his fervent wish is to be
able some day to prove to an entering class that the

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
One of the most
popular features
which the Post
published in the
autumn of 1953
was an article
PASQU AR ELLA
Robert U. Jameson
titled So You
WANT TO Go TO CoLLEGE, by Robert
U. Jameson. It was widely reprinted
and is still being handed out by a good
many colleges and secondary schools to
high-school seniors and their anxious
parents, who want to know how a
hoy or girl gains admittance to a college these days.

This past summer, Mr. Jameson, who
heads the English department in a
leading boys' preparatory school, put
on his traveling clothes and went to
see the officials of a number of colleges.
He also carried on a voluminous correspondence with some of his former studen ts who are now in college. The result
is the article which begins on this
page, dealing with the troublesome
problems which beset most first-year
students. We believe that both students
and their parents will find Mr. Jameson's down-to-earth discussion interesting and helpful. -The Editors.

freshman year is not Grade 13 in high school. Father
Edward Dwyer, of Villanova College, says this : "I
wish that it were possible for us to demonstrate that
college is a place for adults, not an advanced school
for children." And a young man who has just finished his first year at Princeton says this: " The most
important problems facing a freshman are those .9f
adjustment to a unique society, one totally diffeI't
from high school."
Can college be-defined?
In t he first pla ce, college is a place in which a p
son can learn how to learn. In school, boys and g:.._
are taught something about how to pass courses in
order to get a school diploma. Often enough they
get the diploma at a certain age even with a record
of failure. In college, on the other hand, these boys
and girls are asked to learn to think, to meet complex intellectual problems and to handle these problems on their own. Intellectual independence, the
first requisite of college, is often a distinct shock to a
freshman.
An example of one college's method will perhaps
make the point clearer. At The Carnegie Institute of
Technology, English composition courses are quite
unlike high-school courses. Students may be given
several opposing points of view about a single topic
and told to reach a logical, unbiased conclusion in a
composition about this topic. The unwary freshman
is thus faced with the necessity of using logic, of discarding personal prejudices and of writing carefully
in order to prove to his instructor that he is capable
of thinking through a problem. This "case-study"
method is used in more than one freshman course in
college.
Another course will present a student with the
necessity of doing a large volume of reading and
drawing conclusions from the reading. Or an instructor may say something like this: "What happened in England during the first week of July,
1751 ?" The freshman who asks how to find out such
things will probably be rewarded with an icy stare
and a map showing where the college library is-no
more.
How do freshmen react to situations like these?
Unfortunately, many will react badly because the
spoon feeding of the high school, the parents eager to
help with homework, the teacher who leads classes
by the nose are all missing. Now the human brain,
perhaps the least-used muscle in the human body,
has to start working on its own.
A student who has finished a year at Washington
and Lee says this: "I have just begun to realize, at
the end of a rough year,

what college has to offer. I hope that
next year I will do a better job." "In
college," says a girl at Michigan, "you
get nowhere until you grow up."
But no college dean or adviser can
possibly walk up to a floundering freshman and say, "You will do all right as
soon as you grow up." Instead, all colleges provide elaborate programs to introduce the college to the freshmen, to
warn the young people about what is
ahead.
When the 1,000,000 new freshmen
arrive for Freshman Week at any of the
nearly 2000 colleges in the land, they
are put through a complicated and
sometimes bewildering mill. They meet
their roommates. They meet their advisers. They take placement tests and
aptitude tests and reading tests and
physical examinations. They meet the
president. They are invited to buy the
school paper, pennants, beer mugs,
rugs, laundry service and everything
else under the sun. They attend a football rally and chapel and a dance or
two and a picnic and a number of meetings for indoctrination in the methods
of study.
They are breezed through a very
pleasant week- dizzying, perhaps, but
new and different. They don't even
have time to get homesick. That comes
about two weeks later. Now, during
this week, deans and adviser!:> say
many things which freshmen may, to
their sorrow, ignore:
Start studying at once.
Get to know the library immediately.
Set up a schedule for yourself- revise it
later, if necessary-to include both social and
academic activities.
Join one or two extracurricular ac1ivities,
but not every one in sight.
'et enough sleep.
~ on' t forget chapel.
Uon't cut classes.
You're on your own; make the most of your
' pendence. But if you get into trouble, see
r adviser right away.

Then classes begin, and the realities
of college are suddenly all too evident.
The first theme is written; the first
history test is taken; the first physics
experiment is done. And the first blast
comes from a teacher, who, unlike lovable old Mr. Chips at home in the high
school, is apparently half devil and
half dragon.
An angry Engli.sh instructor throws
a theme on the tiesk in front of the
dean of admissions and says acidly,
"Would you be good enough to tell me
why this man, who is obviously an
idiot, has been admitted to this college?"
A freshman hands in a paper two
days late and wonders why he gets an E.
Another is stymied by the fact that his
edition of King Lear has no footnotes
to explain the text. " How am I supposed to be able to understand this
stuff?"
A freshman's reaction to failure is a
clear indication of whether he is a child
or an adult. The adult simply works
harder. The child may get surly. He
may blame the instructor, not realizing
that it is he, not the instructor, who has
failed. He may look for excuses to explain his failure-headaches, a loudmouthed . roommate, the radio across
the hall.
Because the college is concerned
about the student who is in trouble and
wants to save him, elaborate counseling programs have been set up in every
college. The counselors, or advisers, try
first to find out why students fail and
then try to correct the trouble.
Among the causes for freshman failure, certainly the most important is
lack of adequate training in secondary

school. Overworked and underpaid
teachers are simply not finding it possible to condition many of their students
for the rigors of college work, particularly in the one most important subject
of all : English.
According to almost every administrative officer in the colleges, the
average freshman is deficient in the
basic skills of reading and composition.
Poor reading is usually caused by lack
of practice. The average student today
simply does not read many books; consequently, when he has to face long and
complicated reading assignments in
college, he may find that he has to
study forty or fifty hours a week to
keep his head above water. Or he may
throw up his hands, say the assignments are impossible and go to the
movies. In the latter case he will probably be on probation before long.
Colleges all over the land are finding
it necessary to establish reading clinics
for the most seriously retarded readers.
Yet the number of students who get
clinical attention is usually limited because few colleges are rich enough to set
up a really adequate reading center.
The student who is in trouble here
should, however, at least go over the
problem with his adviser, who will be
able to give sound advice about the art
of studying.
A large number of young men and
women, college Class of 1958, say that
one of their most serious freshman-year
mistakes was not seeing their advisers
often enough.
If reading by freshmen is poor, composition is generally even worse. It is
pathetic to see items like this in college
catalogues: "English W-1. Remedial
course in composition. M.W.F. 9. Required of students who show ;· fficient preparation for English A'-tudents who pass the course with an A
or B receive two points credit. (V'1ers
receive no credit and are requ '
to
take English A."
English W-1 and its counterparts in
hundreds of colleges waste time doing
high-school work while advanced work
has to wait. But college students must
be able to communicate an idea,
whether in literature or physics. College advisers wish that all schools could
somehow graduate all students with at
least a rudimentary idea of what a good
sentence is.
This description of poor preparation
in English, which is commented on
again and again in the colleges - a
Harvard faculty report in 1898 made
the complaint-is not intended to condemn the high-school English teachers
of America. Nor is it to be understood
that every freshman is poorly prepared.
The majority of freshmen have been in
classes so large that no teacher can be
expected to assign a weekly theme,
much less correct the theme and confer
with every student about the paper.
Thus the freshman is too often in
trouble because of shortcomings which
have nothing to do with his ability.
Under the circumstances, the best advice for a high-school student may well
be this: beginning two or three years
before you go to college, work on
English composition and read a lot of
books. Otherwise you may have serious
trouble in all your college work, even if
you are going to study animal husbandry or mining engineering.
The next academic problem of the
freshman year-and this applies to all
students, whether or not they have specific subject-matter difficulty- is that
of how to study and how much to study.
According to most college authorities, high-school graduates, not usually so coddled as private-school stu-

dents, get at their work early but do
not realize how much is demanded of
them. Independent-school graduates
are likely to coast during the first part
of the freshman year, because much of
what they are being taught is in some
way a repetition of their prep-school
work. Then they may fall into the habit
of thinking that college is easy.
"Because of my excellent high-school
preparation, I did not have to work
very hard during the first term,"
writes a young man who had hard sledding at Cornell last year. "Most of the
material was review, and I became
overconfident, ending the term with a
74. When I began learning completely
new material in the second term, I did
not improve my study habits enough to
maintain the standards set by the
faculty . I learned how to study the
hard way, by ' busting out.' If I had the
year to do over, I would study regularly and keep up with assignments,
even though the material was neither
new nor interesting. I do not like summer school."
Every college adviser tells his advisees the same thing. Some listen. A
hundred freshmen, at the end of the
year, say the same thing : start to study
at once. Don't get behind. "Boy, if I
dropped a pencil in the lecture room, I
missed a semester's work," said a Penn
State Marine Corps veteran.
This "busting out," or flunking, by
well-prepared, intelligent students is
what the Dean of Freshmen at Duke
calls the "G-Factor." G stands for
Goof, in the current slang use of the
word. The bright boy who goofs is a
very big headache to his college and a
terrible waste of money, brains, effort
and teaching. Obviously a number of
these G-boys find themselves. What is
tragic is that failure is the only way to
show such a bright boy or girl that the
college means business.
The jolt of failure sometimes produces results other than recovery. One
common reaction is to blame the instructor. But no college adviser has
much time for such an attitude. "I always tell characters like that," says a
dean of a Southern college, "that I
don't care what he thinks of the teacher.
I tell him the library is right across the
street. He can learn a lot there."
Or failure may bring a defeatist attitude, particularly to a student who has
always done well in school. Colleges are
on the watch for the defeatist, because
they want to salvage at least something
which the student has to offer, and they
want also to keep him on an even keel
emotionally. Deans, advisers, the college health service, coaches and others
go into action. The student who fails to
react to the collective wisdom of a
group like this eventually will probably
be dropped.
An additional cause of failure, other
than lack of study, is, according to
many college admissions officers, the
insistence by families that their children shall do thus and so in college.
There are several unfortunate kinds of
family influence. On the one hand is the
family which, because of tradition
thinks that only one college in th~
country is worth anything. Attending
that ~ollege is therefore mandatory,
even 1f the college and the boy or girl
do not fit each other.
Much unhappiness can be caused in
this way, and many transfers to other
institutions are arranged every year
for students who start off in the wrong
place.
On the other hand is the family, not
college-trained, which has laudable but
often unrealistic hopes for a son or
daughter: my son is going to be a doctor

or an engineer; my daughter is going to
be a nurse. In many instances these
students become discouraged easily,
and many of them drop out when they
realize that they are not college material.
This particular problem is one
found more often in the large state universities than in the smaller colleges,
whose admissions requirements are
stricter, and in which the student's purposes are more closely investigated before he is admitted.
But academic failure is by no means
the only cause of trouble in college.
Since college life is a complete and complicated existence, failure often comes
t o the student who cannot preserve the
important balance between his academic and his social life. Overemphasis
on extracurricular activities, too much
drinking, too much dating, too much
fraternity activity-all of these will
lead to trouble.
College, like life, is far too full of
temptations. " My hardest job," says a
bright young man, "was to take over
where my parents left off-to learn to
face facts: when you have to work,
work; don't go to the movies." Another
writes this way : "All people had to do
was mention a party and I left the
books."
In college, as in the world, the
herd instinct .is very strong. Offer
cigars to a group of teen-agers and see
what happens. (No youngster actually
likes cigars.) If the first boy refuses, all
may refuse. If the first accepts the gift,
who will have the courage to refuse?
Eugene S. Wilson, Dean of Freshmen at Amherst College, has a very
sound piece of advice. " The big job is
to get students to be t her -'!Ives. Most
people don't dare to be t
orly ; they
must conform, be like everybody else.
We try to tell-our-studente-that they
should not be afraid to he good students- to study instea<
holding .a
'bull session.'" Or, to q
Emerson:
"Whoso would be a man must be a nonconformist."
Activities in college are very attractive, and every student will miss a
great deal if he stays completely away
from them. From varsity football to the
radio station, from intramural field
hockey to folk dancing, there is something of interest to everyone on the
campus. The problem is one of proportion.
Here are student comments:
"If I had the year to do over, I
would say 'no' to all but one carefully
chosen extracurricular activity." (Cornell)
"Athletics are good, but don't try
to be a three-letter man. Actually, one
sport is enough, due to the tremendous
drain on one's studying time." (Princeton)
" If you don't have time for intercollegiate sports, get into the intramural
program. That is enough exercise for
anybody." (Amherst)
"Join some clubs, but don't stress
them over classes." (Middlebury)
"Watch out for varsity athletics.
Intramurals take less time." (Oklahoma)
Colleges vary considerably in their
approach to extracurricular activities,
to be sure-from the institution which
has abolished intercollegiate sports to
the one which provides scholarships for
athletes. But all colleges agree that too
much nonacademic exertion is certain
to upset a student's normal bala nce.
Every freshman dean advises his
charges to join a team or a club if it
can be done without letting classwork
suffer. Every dean also advises his
charges not to join everything in sight.

The wonderful independence of the
freshman cannot be allowed to turn
into license. One college simply advises
its students to spend eight hours sleeping, eight hours in study and classes,
and eight hours on everything else-as
an average.
There are extracurricular activities
which seem to help the student's overall maturing in judgment and balance:
the "cultural" clubs-music and dramatics-and, of increasing importance,
religious activities. Nearly all campuses report an increasing awareness of
the need for personal religion. This
need, reflecting perhaps the uncertainty of the times, is filled by prayer
groups and religious-discussion groups.
Many colleges, like Dartmouth and the
University of North Carolina, report
increased activity on the part of the
Christian Union and the Y.M.C.A.,
which carry on extensive social-work
projects in the college and in the community. At Yale, among other groups,
there is even a U.S. Grant Institute,
which gives free tutoring to Negro children in New Haven. Ohio State University has every year a popular Religion in Life Week, organized by student church groups and presenting an
imposing array of speakers and discussion leaders.
A serious social problem on most
campuses is a three-way problem: drinking, dating and driving. These, or at
least the first and third, concern some
colleges more than others. Most college
freshmen can be realistic about drinking. Nearly all of them say: drink
moderately, if at all; date on weekends
- only-otherwise marks suffer. One
Wellesley girl thinks that learning to
drink is as ir- ~ 0rtant as other types of
education. ~ _;he drinks "rye and ginger (one)" on'lyif her.date drinks. And a
young man at Middlebury-makes-this
astute remarlr : "Being a big drinker
doesn't ma'
/OU popular or a big
wheel on cahtpus. Far from it. If anything, it hinders your chances of mak• ing lasting friends."
College authorities vary in their approach to the question of drinking,
especially when college policy in the
matter is not rigid. Big-city colleges
like Columbia realistically accept the
fact that no "prohibition" is possible
on a campus surrounded by several
dozen New York City taprooms. Many
colleges urge the prosecution of bars
which serve minors, and a number of
such places have been closed-temporarily. Some colleges simply ban
liquor from the campus and hope for
th.e best. Still others put into their
Campus Code the stipulation that
drinking in public is not gentlemanly.
And while all colleges will expel students who make public nuisances of
themselves, nearly all are philosophical
about the problem.
But when, as in the small-town college or the college in a "dry" county,
driving and drinking are combined, administrations have a real problem.
When students who want a drink have
to go to the next county or even the
next state, or when they have to go a
distance for a date, they go by automobile. When alcohol is added, disaster sometimes occurs.
As to the automobile by itself-it is
here to stay, whether colleges allow it
or not. And it is a difficult problem for
both college authorities and college
students.
At Dartmouth, for instance, about
half of the upperclassmen have cars.
Hanover, New Hampshire, is a long
way from girls, and on Friday there is a
major exodus and too little weekend
studying. Big-city colleges have an-

other kind of problem. At Ohio State,
for instance, students "need" cars to
get to class. In order to pay for the upkeep of the automobile, large numbers
of car owners get part-time jobs which
often use up so many hours that little
time is left for study. Then academic
failure appears just because of a car.
Fathers are culprits in this thing too.
They often give their college sons cars
in order to maintain social status. Here
again, maturity is what matters-even
in father.
"Don't spend too much time with a
car," one freshman says, "because it
just costs too much." Sound advice.
Many colleges allow only juniors and
seniors to drive cars. Others crack
down when a student is in academic
trouble. A few allow no cars a tall. But in
spite of the ban on cars at one college in
the Philadelphia area, the dean shakes
his head and says, "When our graduates die and go to heaven, the first
thing they will say is, 'Where can I get
a car?'"
Good advice to freshmen, agreed to
by all sources, would surely be this:
leave your car at home and for a year
or two find out what college has to
offer you, other than a parking lot. You
are presumably in college for something besides automobile mechanics.
Indeed, what are the reasons why
people are in college today? This is the
big question, and the answers which
college freshmen give to the question
will indicate pretty clearly that there is
an enormous amount of misunderstanding about what college is, what it
means to students, what it can do for
students. This last major item must be
explored in some detail.
Some of the commonly accepted values of a college education are these:
-Qne-ean--jain-many-elube•~
. ---

One can meet the right people.
One can continue a distinguished career in
athletics.
One can stay out of the Army.
One can learn a business.
One can get a degree.
One can learn to be a research scholar.
One can prepare for a profession.
One can get a background of culture.
One can learn how to think.

The first five of these are unworthy
or invalid objectives for the college
student. Yet they exist, and they cause
trouble. Overemphasis on social lifethe first two in the list-has already
been discussed, but the others need
some attention. .
It is no secret that the high pressure
of interscholastic and intercollegiate
athletics is itself responsible for confusion in the minds of many muscular
young men. They have been coddled
in school because they could throw
passes accurately. Colleges bid for their
services, often pay them well. Hence
they expect to slide through colleges as
athletes, and, in some colleges, they do
just this. The coddling goes on, and the
happy students move serenely to the
Chicago Bears or the Detroit Tigers.
Thus for some individuals there is no
problem except that college education
is perhaps an inaccurate description of
what they have been doing.
But most colleges fortunately have a
philosophy different from this. In most
colleges, athletes must pass their courses
or run the risk of probation and ineligibility. In these colleges much time
is spent on the guidance of athletes in
an attempt to keep the men on an even
keel. At Columbia, for instance, nearly
all of the coaches have professorial rank
and attend faculty meetings, where
athletic policy and academic problems
are both discussed. The coaches are
educators, and many of them are

student counselors. Most colleges at- are exposed to English, history and
tempt to orient the student, athleti- psychology. A college course in eleccally, by organizing an extensive intra- tricity is not for the embryo televisionmural-sports program, which ordinarily repair man, who should go to trade
enlists the support of most of the stu- school, not college.
dents in games for fun, not for dollars.
Those who have this mistaken idea
The thoughtful freshman will put often drop out of the technical schools,
athletics into reasonable balance with where mortality is high anyway. In
his other activities.
liberal-arts colleges, students more
Selective Service still looms large in often than not can adjust themselves
young men's minds, for obvious rea- to the idea of a liberal education. But
sons. But the draft is not nearly so the adjustment is painful and often
strong an upsetting factor as it was takes two or three years.
even two or three years ago. Today,
Colleges aim not to produce what
thanks to provisions in the Selective Dr. J . W. Graham, of Carnegie Tech,
Service Act which temporarily defer calls the "complete technician," but inmost college students who stay out of stead a man whose education makes
academic trouble, "draft jitters" is a him able to fit a problem into its hisminor problem on most campuses.
torical frame. Or, as a professor of
What is more, ROTC programs are chemistry in a small liberal-arts college
proving attractive and profitable to puts it, "In three or four years all one
many young men, some of whom" find" can learn is that there are unsolved
themselves only while in the service problems for research."
and make a career of the Army or
There are two real reasons for college
Navy. In some colleges, ROTC pro- education, and the two are actually the
grams are compulsory for the first two same stated differently: preparation
years, then elective; in others they are for one of the professions, and acquisielective all the way.
tion of an idea of culture. Together,
The freshman who has the option of these two things mean the beginning of
electing or not electing ROTC may find the development of the adult mind.
himself in a quandary. His draft defer- Woodrow Wilson once said, "The obment is more certain if he joins. On the ject of a university is intellect."
other hand, college deans point out
Part of a circular given to each l;!nterthat many freshmen are unhappy about ing freshman at Columbia in 1953 reads
joining because the quality of instruc- as follows : "A liberal-arts education is
tion in ROTC courses is often not so one that aids the youth to grow into a
good as that in the academic courses mature, well-rounded individual who
which the student wants to take. The knows how to think objectively, to
serious student may find Military Sci- make the best use of his talents and to
ence and Tactics, to say nothing of understand his responsibilities in a
drill, a waste of time.
democratic society."
The attitude of the administrations
A liberal-arts education means, of
and advisers varies markedly, and the course,ageneraleducationinwhichthe
fre!!i. -.an should certainly listen to the humanities (literature, language, fin<>
ad~which is apt for his college. At arts), the social sciences (history, ec
leastone Eastern colle e advises fresh- nomics, political science) and the na
men not to enroll in ROTC. Mor"-e"'t'""h""a"'n--m:a
~O"T"- sCiences
c emistry, Oio ogy.
om
m is in favor of universal mili- physics) are about equally balanced.
tar)--'raining. Many others simply
During the war, emphasis in colleg
point out what the program has to lay in the turning out of people with
offer and leave the decision up to the the specific skills which a complicated
student. Advisers will probably have war economy required. But today, all
two main things to say: (1) Students over the United States, the trend is rewho stay in the upper half of their turning to the kind of education declass, scholastically, have a good chance scribed as the liberal arts. Even profesof keeping their I-S classification until sional schools are now asking for stuthey gra d ua.
t dents Who dents who have a broad academic backte A n d (2) su
go into ROTC and graduate with a ~ound. For example, the Harvard
commission will probably have a more Medical School does not require its
enjoyable time when they do go into candidates to have majored in science
service.
any more : some science, of course, but
And all college deans to whom I not just science. About a quarter of the
mentioned the matter are agreed on curriculum at Carnegie Tech is made
up of humanities courses. Massachuone final point about the draft. Stu- setts Institute of Technology has workdents who worry most about being
drafted are almost always those who ing arrangements with a number of
small liberal-arts colleges under which
are doing poor work and want some- students take "general-education"

thingfor
tothblamt
easy
e s uedfort
en fthile~r
a mgfatwiluoroer. tihrteies tcroaurnssefesrfotor tMwo.I.oTr.thforreeenygema·rseeann.ndgt.hen
subjects to think that the international
Understanding the aims of the libsituation did it. Such men are often
advised to drop out of college, do their eral-arts program in the American colstretch in the service and then come lege is probably the hardest and also
the most important job for the freshback to college. Service has a habit of man today. Some freshmen-indeed,
making the immature grow up.
some graduate students-will never
Many failures in college happen be- understand why general education is
cause freshmen think that college is a
valuable. They may finish their course,
place in which to learn a trade or busi- but they will have wasted a lot of time
ness. Having received high-school and money. Some freshmen will drop
credit for typing, shorthand, automo- out of college because, not understandbile driving, band, and what not, they ing, they will simply fail their courses
are chagrined to learn that college is for lack of direction. Fortunately many
not like that. Dean Whiteman, of Yale, freshmen will get the point and will
says that students often complain come out of college with at least the beabout courses such as economics on the ginning of a conception of what learnground that these courses do not tell ing is.
anyone how to run a business; they
If the freshman will take advantage
just teach theories. In much the same of his adviser's experience, of his
way, every college of engineering has teachers' knowledge and of the wealth
on its hands a number of freshmen who of his college library, and if he will
are misfits at the start because they study on his own, most of his minor adare not working with their hands, but justment problems will disappear. He

will stop thinking of the college degree
as a high-class work permit, a ticket of
admission to this or that job. He will
know that hard, analytical study is required in college. He will realize that

liberal education means a good balance even if it turns out to be an " impractibetween academic, athletic and social cal" field like Chinese, lndic philology
life. And he will quite surely, out of his or archaeology.
broad background, find a special inAnd the man or woman who finds
terest to develop into a college major, out what education means has grown
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up. Surely the proof of the broad education which Americans can get if they
want it is a deep understanding of how
good that education can be. THE END

